9. Subscription
Once the User subscribes to EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s service, he/she makes a contractual commitment of a month, which is automatically renewed. The User may terminate his/her contract at any time by sending a registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt at: EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE, 88500 Ambacourt, France. This request must be received at least 60 days prior to termination. The subscription service will be ceased 12 months after the subscription becomes effective. The User can cancel his subscription at any time through its usual system of cancellation. The User will not get any refund for any other purposes than those of the advertising campaign.

10. Personal Data

Any personal data provided on the website will not be used for commercial purpose by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE. EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE will not transmit any data to a third party. The user is informed that this electronic processing of his/her personal data has been declared to the CNIL under the number 1200686, on October 26, 2006. In conformity with the Data Protection Act, the User has the right of access, correction, or deletion of the data held on him, or willing to oppose, and correct information about him, either directly online, or by mail sent to EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE to the following address: Le Moulin Colot – 88500 Ambacourt, France, or by email addressed to: info@via-mobilis.com.

To find out more about the way your information is collected and used by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE, see page «Privacy policy».

12. Force majeure
Neither the parties nor the User will be considered as being in breach of contract if either of the parties may not be sought if the execution of the contract is delayed or impeded by reason of unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure, due to the other party's fault or to the fault of a third party, such as war, civil disorder, natural disasters, fire or water damages, interruption of telecommunications or electrical networks.

15. Duration
The present conditions apply for the entire duration of the online subscription. They are subject to change at any time by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE.

16. Confidentiality
EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE puts all the necessary precautions to protect the confidentiality and security of the data transmitted online. For that purpose, the websites use a SSL (Secure Socket Layer) payment protocol.

Any complaint or objections should be submitted in writing to the following address:

Headquarters: EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE – Le moulin Colot – 88500 Ambacourt, France.

The present contract is subject to French law. In the event of a dispute concerning the interpretation of these terms and conditions or of any disagreement on the execution of a provision, the Paris Commercial Court shall have sole jurisdiction in settling any lawsuit or dispute resulting from the execution of a provision non-compliance. If the defendant is a private person, the competent court is the commercial court of the domicile. The parties authorize EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE to settle any dispute, for the User, and as indicated on the website, for the Seller. No subsequent document and no amendment of the contract, ineffective of the terms thereof, shall be effective between the parties without taking the form of an additional clause duly dated and signed by them. If any one of the clauses of the present conditions is declared as null or void and that a current legal decision having become definitive, it shall therefore be deemed as not written but nevertheless shall not lead to the nullity of the contract. In that case, the above statement is merely the obligation of the User to notify the User of the provision or terms. The parties undertake to submit any controversy arising or in connection with these listings. It shall be stated that the terms and conditions relating to classified advertisements are published under the responsibility of the Internet user.

The User undertakes to describe with the greatest accuracy and honesty the vehicle for sale.

Should the vehicles be sold during the listing period, the vendor promises to immediately remove their classified ads.

It is the User’s responsibility to ensure that any information provided by him/her:

- is neither false, nor misleading
- is neither illegal, nor pertaining to the stolen or counterfeited articles
- does not violate any copyrights, patent rights, trademarks, corporate secrets, other intellectual property rights, rights of disclosure or any other privacy rights
- does not violate any advertising, but is limited to, those concerning export control, consumer rights, unfair competition, discriminatory practices, or misleading advertising.

5. Responsibility

The listed classified ads are edited and validated under the sole responsibility of their respective authors. EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE reserves the right to modify the present Terms and Conditions at any moment by publishing the aforementioned modifications on every website as soon as possible.

As a consequence, it is the User’s responsibility to take notice of the new Terms and Conditions. The User is considered to accept this latest version with each new connection to the Service. However, in case of modification of the General Terms and Conditions, the User will be informed that the version of the present General Terms and Conditions in force at the time of the contract signature remains the one applicable to the User. The User is also requested to accept the copy of the Terms and Conditions valid at the time of his/her contract signature. Should the User violate the present Terms and Conditions, the User will be requested at Le MOYON Colot – 88500 AMBACOURT – FRANCE, to refuse him/her access to this Service. The General Terms and Conditions have been updated on June 5th 2018. This edition cancels and supersedes all the previous versions.

3.2. The User can submit a classified ad by completing and validating the special online form on one of the websites. Once validated, the User and the classified ad will be posted on the website.

3.3. Because classified ads are processed immediately after their validation, the User should always remember that he/she cannot benefit from the right of withdrawal.

4.4. Duration of service

Subsection: the classified ad remains listed on the website during the entire duration of the subscription, as long as the User does not remove it. At any moment, the User can access his/her interface and remove his/her classified ad.

Unit mode: the classified ad is listed on the website during 30 days. At any moment, the User can access his/her interface and delete the classified ad, which will be published and validated in full, even if the classified ad is removed before the listing ends.

3.5. Classified ad modification

When his/her classified ad is online, the User can modify it at any time.

4. Internet user engagement

The Users are exclusively responsible for the greatest accuracy and honesty and equipment or the vehicle for sale. The User is the Internet user’s responsibility to ensure that any information provided by him/her:

- is neither false, nor misleading
- is neither illegal, nor pertaining to the stolen or counterfeited articles
- does not violate any copyrights, patent rights, trademarks, corporate secrets, other intellectual property rights, rights of disclosure or any other privacy rights
- does not violate any advertising, but is limited to, those concerning export control, consumer rights, unfair competition, discriminatory practices, or misleading advertising.
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EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE reserves the right to modify the present Terms and Conditions at any moment by publishing the aforementioned modifications on every website as soon as possible.

As a consequence, it is the User’s responsibility to take notice of the new Terms and Conditions.

The User is considered to accept this latest version with each new connection to the Service. However, in case of modification of the General Terms and Conditions, the User is informed that the version of the present General Terms and Conditions in force at the time of the contract signature remains the one applicable to the User. The User is also requested to accept the copy of the Terms and Conditions valid at the time of his/her contract signature. Should the User violate the present Terms and Conditions, the User is requested at Le MOYON Colot – 88500 AMBACOURT – FRANCE, to refuse him/her access to this Service. The General Terms and Conditions have been updated on June 5th 2018. This edition cancels and supersedes all the previous versions.

2. Service Description

The Service enables the User to submit his/her classified ads to the websites managed by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE.

3. Classified ad listing and duration of service

3.1. All classified ads are created by the Service users. In order to avoid any disputed listings, EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE invites the User to check his/her classified ad as soon as it is online.

3.2. The User can submit a classified ad by completing and validating the special online form on one of the websites. Once validated, the User and the classified ad will be posted on the website.

3.3. Because classified ads are processed immediately after their validation, the User should always remember that he/she cannot benefit from the right of withdrawal.

4.4. Duration of service

Subsection: the classified ad remains listed on the website during the entire duration of the subscription, as long as the User does not remove it. At any moment, the User can access his/her interface and remove his/her classified ad.

Unit mode: the classified ad is listed on the website during 30 days. At any moment, the User can access his/her interface and delete the classified ad, which will be published and validated in full, even if the classified ad is removed before the listing ends.

3.5. Classified ad modification

When his/her classified ad is online, the User can modify it at any time.

4. Internet user engagement

The Users are exclusively responsible for the greatest accuracy and honesty and equipment or the vehicle for sale. The User is the Internet user’s responsibility to ensure that any information provided by him/her:

- is neither false, nor misleading
- is neither illegal, nor pertaining to the stolen or counterfeited articles
- does not violate any copyrights, patent rights, trademarks, corporate secrets, other intellectual property rights, rights of disclosure or any other privacy rights
- does not violate any advertising, but is limited to, those concerning export control, consumer rights, unfair competition, discriminatory practices, or misleading advertising.

5. Responsibility

The listed classified ads are edited and validated under the sole responsibility of their respective authors. EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE reserves the right to modify the present Terms and Conditions at any moment by publishing the aforementioned modifications on every website as soon as possible.

As a consequence, it is the User’s responsibility to take notice of the new Terms and Conditions.

The User is considered to accept this latest version with each new connection to the Service. However, in case of modification of the General Terms and Conditions, the User is informed that the version of the present General Terms and Conditions in force at the time of the contract signature remains the one applicable to the User. The User is also requested to accept the copy of the Terms and Conditions valid at the time of his/her contract signature. Should the User violate the present Terms and Conditions, the User is requested at Le MOYON Colot – 88500 AMBACOURT – FRANCE, to refuse him/her access to this Service. The General Terms and Conditions have been updated on June 5th 2018. This edition cancels and supersedes all the previous versions.

2. Service Description

The Service enables the User to submit his/her classified ads to the websites managed by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE.